
























Elements of a Leko Roof 
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Glass Reinforced Plastic ( GRP ) 

The Leko Roofs frame (made up of rafters, a ring beam and ridge) is made from glass-reinforced 

plastic. GRP is a composite with tensile strength greater or equal to steel. Yet it will never corrode or rot. 

Nor will it shrink or warp. It's the perfect choice for a roof which is why we chose it. Other materials cannot 

beat it. 

Internal Leko Boards 

We call them 'Leko boards' because we established the benefits for the Leko roof purpose. These are 

fitted beneath the GRP rafters. They are a third the weight of standard plasterboard, more thermally 

efficient and l 00% waterproof, so will never degrade. They can be skimmed the same as plasterboard 

for a perfect finish. Depending on your chosen system energy value, alternative boarding may be 

supplied. 

Insulation Sheets 

We tested a wide number of insulation sheets before choosing a small number of brands. In our opinion, 

these are the best insulation products on the market. The sheets are fitted with a 15mm gap from the 

Leko boards to create a warm air pocket. This provides high value thermal efficiency. Each sheet is 

perfectly cut for your roof. Alternative material can be supplied dependent on required energy value.

External Leko Boards' 

Next, our structurally tested, thermally efficient external Leka sheets are installed onto the rafters,

covering up the construction beneath. The outer sheets are lightweight and have a high tensile 

strength. They are l 00% waterproof, impermeable to moisture and have a longer life than wooden 

alternatives. This makes them far superior. 





































The Steps To The Perfect Orangery 

First, 'Glass Reinforced Plastic' rafter ladders are added to your existing, Orangery window frames. GRP is not prone to woodworm, moisture 

absorption such as traditional timber or condensation and thermal bridging such as bulky Aluminium alternatives. The beginning of your improved 

Orangery roof insulation. 

Insulated PIR sheets or EPS alternatives are snugly fitted with a 15mm gap from the internal Leko sheets. We only use market leading brands, 

providing high-value thermal efficiency as well as a significant benefit in achieving a better Orangery, roof insulation efficiency level. A range 

of alternative materials are supplied, depending on which Leko System energy value is selected. 

Next, our lightweight, structurally tested and thermally efficient external Leka Sheets are installed. These sheets are 100% waterproof and 

impermeable to moisture, making them a fantastic alternative to wooden alternatives.

An outer weatherproof coating is then applied by your installation company. This will provide final waterproofing along with a stylish finish, 

ensuring that your Orangery roof is the ultimate in watertight insulation. 

A glass lantern is then lowered onto the current structure and fixed into place by your installer. 

Next, internal Leko sheets are added underneath the GRP rafters. The Leko sheets are l 00% waterproof and one third the weight of plasterboard. 

These sheets have unique thermal qualities as well, but allow for a traditional plaster skim finish to provide a nice visual aspect ready for painting 

afterwards. Alternative finishing boards are supplied, depending on your Leko Systems energy value of choice. 
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07968377087

www.claremontfitters.co.uk

info@claremontfitters.co.uk

Solid Conservatory Roofs

Contact us for more information about 


